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ABSTRACT

Many international studies have shown that the process of palliative sedation in an end-of-life context can be an adverse, even emotionally distressing experience for nurses. However, to the best of our knowledge, the experience of nurses working in palliative care in Switzerland has never been explored. The purpose of our study was, therefore, to understand and describe nurses’ experience with the process of palliative sedation in line with the Swiss guidelines developed in 2005. We opted for an exploratory qualitative monocentric study using comprehensive individual interviews to achieve this objective. A total of 10 nurses were approached, and nine agreed to take part. After the interviews were transcribed, eight were ultimately included in the analysis. This analysis shows that nurses’ attitudes toward the process of palliative sedation tended to be hesitant, resistant, or confident and that this was linked to the length of time they had worked in palliative care. These findings suggest that the 2005 Swiss guidelines do not protect nurses against the uncertainty related to process of palliative sedation. A national comprehensive multicentric study therefore needs to be developed to consolidate these results.
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INTRODUCTION

Sedation in the broad sense of the term is an important practice and one that is critical in the field of palliative care (Cherny & ESMO Guidelines Working Group, 2014; Cherny, et al., 2009). However, from an epistemological point of view, there is no unique and universally accepted definition of this concept. A number of terms and expressions are used, and they are not all conceptualized in the same way, be it in the worldwide medical literature (Papavasiliiou, Payne, et al., 2013; Papavasiliiou, Brearley, et al., 2013) or in the recommendations for best practices issued at the national or European level (Abbarshi et al., 2017; Gurschick et al., 2015; Schildmann & Schildmann, 2014).

In Switzerland, a group of experts from the Swiss Association for Palliative Medicine, Care and Support published a set of formal guidelines for palliative sedation in 2005. In it, these experts chose to use the term “sédation palliative” (palliative sedation), defining it as the intentional administration of sedative substances at the minimum dosage required to relieve one or more refractory symptoms by a temporary or permanent reduction in consciousness of a patient with an advanced illness who is not expected to live beyond a matter of days or weeks and to do so in cooperation with a skilled, multidisciplinary team (Groupe d’experts de la Société suisse de médecine et de soins palliatifs, 2005, p. 1). These guidelines have since served as a framework for palliative sedation in Switzerland. A range of protocols and tools have been developed locally, in Swiss institutions providing palliative care, to allow these guidelines to be implemented. For example, the palliative care unit team at the Fribourg hospital (HFR) in Villars-sur-Glâne in the canton of Fribourg in French-speaking Switzerland developed a tool to monitor patients and meet the needs of the team in charge of the palliative sedation process in compliance with the 2005 Swiss guidelines (Francisco & Cantin, 2013).

Although there are a few other studies on palliative sedation in Switzerland, they are essentially written from the perspective of doctors (Beauverd et al., 2014; Dumont et al., 2015; Foley et al., 2015; Ziegler et al., 2018). To date, we have found only one study in the databases we examined that addresses the issue from a nursing point of view (Tomczyk & Dieudonné-Rahn, 2019).

The Swiss guidelines (2005), like other guidelines (Cherny & ESMO Guidelines Working Group, 2014; Cherny et al., 2009; Società Italiana di Cure Palliative, 2007; Société québécoise des médecins de soins palliatifs & Collège des médecins du Québec, 2016; Royal Dutch Medical Association, 2009) do not specifically define the role of nurses in palliative sedation. Yet, it seems to us that this role is essential at every point in the process. For example, during the initial phase, nurses can take part in team discussions, without making any decisions as these fall within the scope of physicians. Moreover, their role is critical in administering sedation, monitoring patients, and assessing their comfort. However, this type of involvement may be difficult for nurses to deal with and may even...
lead to a state of emotional distress, as has been shown in a number of studies (Abarshi et al., 2014; Lokker et al., 2018; Zuleta-Benjumea et al., 2018). Up until now, to the best of our knowledge, the experience of nurses working in a palliative sedation context in French-speaking Switzerland has not been explored.

The purpose of our study was therefore to understand and describe the experience of nurses in a palliative care unit providing palliative sedation based on the 2005 Swiss guidelines. By “experience,” we mean “something personally encountered, undergone, or lived through” (“Experience,” n.d.), bearing in mind that any such experience is inevitably subjective in nature.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The information about the experience of nurses in this regard was derived from interviews conducted during a previously published study on the conceptualization of palliative sedation (Tomczyk & Dieudonné-Rahm, 2019). This information spontaneously emerged from these findings and were the most dominant among them. This is a secondary analysis of these data (Brugidou et al., 2005). Consequently, with the exception of the subparagraph related to data analysis, the other subparagraphs below automatically refer to this conceptualization study (Tomczyk & Dieudonné-Rahm, 2019).

This was an exploratory qualitative study based on comprehensive interviews (Blanchet & Gotman, 2010). It was conducted in accordance with the Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research – COREQ (Tong et al., 2007) over a three-week period, between October and November 2017.

a) Legislative and ethical considerations

In accordance with applicable Swiss legislation, this non-interventional study, which does not include the collection of any personal health data and does not directly concern patients, did not need to be reviewed by an ethics committee. The authorization of the head of the department where the study was being conducted was nevertheless secured, and the verbal consent of each participant was systematically sought out and obtained. Furthermore, participants all gave their consent for the interviews to be recorded using a sound recording device. In order for the department head and participants to be able to give their free and informed consent, the following information was presented to them: the study objectives, the nature of the information being gathered, the style of interview (a comprehensive interview with a secondary data analysis), the expected type of participation (type of questions and approximate length of the interview) and the reason for the request to take part in the interview. Participants were reminded of their rights, such as the right to refuse to take part in the study, the right to decline to answer questions and the right to terminate the interview without providing an explanation. It was also pointed out that no information that would make it possible to personally identify the participants would be included in any publications resulting from this study. Lastly, interviewees were advised that this study was being conducted as part of Martyna Tomczyk’s postdoctoral research.

b) Study location

The palliative care station at the Fribourg hospital (HFR), located in Villars-sur-Glâne in the canton of Fribourg in French-speaking Switzerland was chosen as the study site for practical reasons. At the time the study was being carried out, the station was designated as a “qualité palliative” facility by the Swiss Association for Quality in Palliative Care. It had 14 specialized beds and a day centre.

c) Inclusion criteria

There was only one inclusion criterion: being a nurse who agreed to take part in and who was available for the study. No restrictive criteria were imposed on participant selection.

d) Inclusion methodology

From the team of nurses working within the department, 10 professionals were chosen at random by their manager and asked to take part in an individual interview approximately 20 minutes in length. An inclusive approach spaced out over time was favoured.

e) Preparation of interviews

As these were comprehensive interviews (Blanchet & Gotman, 2010), an interview guide was not developed beforehand to “get informants to speak indirectly about the subject in order to ideally establish a conversational dynamic” (Kaufmann, 2011). As a result, participants were each asked a single question: “What does the expression ‘palliative sedation’ mean to you?” Information concerning participants’ experience spontaneously emerged during the course of each interview. As needed, additional questions were asked, based on the interviewees’ remarks, in an effort to ensure the data obtained were reliable.

f) Interviews

The comprehensive individual interviews were all conducted by the same person, namely Martyna Tomczyk, a postdoctoral fellow in medical ethics, who had eight years of experience in qualitative research at the time these interviews were carried out. She had no reporting, family or other relationship with the head of the department or any of the participants. It was the first time any of them had met.

All interviews were held in a private setting in an available room within the department (conference room, family room, etc.). The language used in the interviews was French, which was the common language for all participants, including the interviewer (first or second mother tongue or a learned


2 The anonymity of the study location was waived by the department head.

language, given that the canton of Fribourg is a bilingual canton4). All interviews were recorded using a sound recording device, with the consent of each participant.

g) Preparation of interviews for analysis

All interviews were transcribed manually and in a semi-verbatim format: repetitions were omitted to prevent the data and the corresponding analysis from becoming cumbersome. Any information that could potentially be used to personally identify participants was deleted. Only the length of time the subject had worked in palliative care was retained. The transcribed interviews were not sent to participants to review or edit. All sound recordings were erased once the interviews were transcribed.

h) Analysis of interviews

The process was one of thematic analysis and continuous thematization: themes related to the nurses’ experience were identified and noted as each transcription was read. They were then categorized by central themes and subthemes, with which significant excerpts were associated. Finally, the interviews were analyzed transversally, based on previously identified themes and subthemes to identify points of convergence and divergence. The entire analysis was performed manually by Martyna Tomczyk. Out of a concern for scientific rigour and in an effort to reduce subjectivity bias, the interviews were analyzed twice more by the same person with a certain amount of time between each analysis. Adjustments from the second and third analysis were incorporated. The results following the third analysis were reviewed by Bernard Schumacher.

RESULTS

Ten nurses4 were approached to participate in the study. Nine of these ten were available and did indeed take part. The saturation point was reached around the fourth interview; the subsequent interviews did not contribute any new elements, and each interview became more and more redundant (Alami et al., 2009; Muchieli, 2004; Van Campenhoudt & Quivy, 2011). The study nevertheless continued up until the ninth interview in order to ensure the process was carried out with all due caution and diligence. Accordingly, nine interviews were conducted and submitted for transcription. During the transcription process, however, one interview had to be rejected due to the substandard quality of the sound recording. A total of eight interviews were, therefore, included in the analysis.

The anticipated length of the interview was about 20 minutes, although it proved to vary from one interview to the next: the shortest lasted 12 minutes and the longest 52 minutes. The total combined length of the interviews was three hours and 14 minutes.

The experience of the nurses interviewed was structured around three key and independent attitudes: hesitant, resistant, and confident.

4 French and German.

5 In order to protect participants’ anonymity, their personal details have not been included in this paper.

I. Hesitant

Most of the nurses interviewed (6/8) expressed hesitancy about the process of palliative sedation and were unsure about the fundamental issue of patient comfort.

a) Is the patient genuinely comfortable? Does the sedation fully relieve their suffering?

The uncertainty as to the patient’s comfort under palliative sedation was the main concern reported by the majority of nurses (6/8), as the following comment indicates:

“The patient is put into a coma and after that… we wonder what the experience is like for them... That’s the main concern. From my point of view, it looks like they’re sleeping. They’re calm. But I don’t know what’s actually going on inside their head. [...] We don’t know what they’re feeling. That’s my biggest worry. [...] There are some kinds of sedation... not many, but a few... For them, it was intolerable... They didn’t react very well at all. There were stories of nightmares. The person was very happy to have been taken off sedation so they weren’t trapped inside the nightmares anymore. Since then, I’ve had more and more questions” (1DE No. 1).

One nurse (1/6) became more aware of this uncertainty during the actual interview:

“Being sedated is another way of living. You know... Now, I’m thinking more about it... For example, when I’m on a night shift, I do regular rounds and I see patients who are sleeping soundly. Actually, I only think I see them sleeping soundly. In the morning, some of them tell me they’ve had a bad night. So, clearly, there’s something unknown between what we can see and what patients experience while they’re asleep... (whether that sleep is natural or artificial). So, after that, the question has to be asked: is sedative-induced sleep any different from normal sleep? Basically, what I’d like to say is that we can never be totally sure about what is going on inside the head of a patient under sedation.” (1DE No. 2)

b) Elements that further qualify the nurses’ hesitant attitudes

Two main elements that help qualify nurses’ hesitant attitudes were identified, namely an in-depth assessment of a patient’s situation by the healthcare team and the possibility and management of the assessment by the patient after they are taken off sedation.

• Assessment of the sedated patient’s comfort by the healthcare team (6/6):

“When I do a sedation assessment, I always look at the patient’s face. There’s a certain amount of guesswork to be done. When someone is sedated... There are clinical signs that we can’t observe, but the face... the face is a special thing... It’s very unique. If they are suffering in any way, you can see it right away on their face, even if they’re asleep. I don’t know how to explain it... It’s really quite mysterious... But it’s always right there on their face. [...] For example, a patient might wince or screw up their face... That’s a sign for us that they are in pain.” (1DE No. 2)
• Self-assessment of a patient’s comfort, after they are taken off sedation (6/6):

Personally, I am very relieved when a patient is taken off sedatives and can tell us how they were feeling. [...] Once they aren’t sedated anymore, we ask the patient how they feel, how their experience being sedated was. That is very important for me. We can get their feedback. We can talk about it. For some of our patients who were in a great deal of pain and wanted to be sedated, once they were taken off the sedatives, they didn’t want to go back on them. They didn’t like the way the sedatives made them feel. They felt disconnected from their family. So, for them, this was a very important conversation to have. I think it’s very important for them to be able to describe their experience.” (IDE No. 4)

To sum up, the main source of the hesitant attitude toward sedation was patient comfort. The comfort assessment, whether it is performed by the healthcare team when the patient is sedated or by the patient once they are taken off sedation, tended to mitigate this hesitancy. The comfort self-assessment was even more reassuring in that it helped eliminate the subjective component of a nurse-administered assessment.

II. Resistance

One nurse (1/8), who had worked the longest in palliative care, was resistant toward the process of palliative sedation.

a) Is it appropriate to administer palliative sedation knowing that it does not relieve a patient’s suffering?

This nurse (1/8) was certain that patients’ suffering was not relieved by palliative sedation, identifying this as their primary concern. The explanation offered was as follows:

“Just because someone isn’t moving or reacting, it doesn’t mean they aren’t in pain. I mean, there are patients who are taken off sedation and tell us they weren’t comfortable... It makes you think... That’s enough for me! All the papers doctors publish are fine and dandy. But I’d rather hear what patients have to say instead of read doctors’ research. [...] Personally, I don’t think it eases anyone’s suffering. I think that suffering and sedation... The way I see it... I can never promise anyone they won’t be in pain when they’re under sedation... Never! [...] I think that suffering is part of the human condition, and we can’t solve everything with a drug prescribed by a doctor.” (IDE No. 8)

To elaborate further, this nurse made reference to a clinical situation:

“I still remember a situation (it wasn’t here). The patient was confused and in agony. I think he was reliving things from his past. The doctor wanted to have him sedated. I said, ‘No!’ I stayed with him. He calmed down and started telling me all sorts of things. We talked and talked, and he finally fell asleep. He had a good night. Two days later, when I was back to work, he had been pumped full of sedatives. He died three days later... So that’s that. I think sedation is a way of avoiding things. Avoiding having to deal with a patient’s suffering. We just shut it down. And that’s what makes me uncomfortable with the whole thing.” (IDE No. 8)

The same nurse implied that palliative sedation may even make a patient’s suffering worse:

“It’s important to remember that sedation can be worse than the suffering itself. I remember one patient who was sedated. When she was weaned off... She told me she felt absolutely awful while she was under and didn’t want to stay sedated. So I’m skeptical about it... I always tell doctors, ‘Careful, don’t play God.’ We have tools. But I think we have to be honest and say, ‘We don’t know everything, and we can’t make all suffering go away!’” (IDE No. 8)

b) Elements that further qualify the nurse’s resistant attitude

Given this resistance, the nurse preferred maintaining a personal presence over the use of palliative sedation:

“When you’re with a patient who’s terminally ill, they open up... They start to explain what’s wrong. [...] If we can’t do anything for them on the technical side, the best thing is to simply stay with them. Sometimes, just being there is enough to soothe their pain. I’ve seen this happen over and over again... but being there for them takes a lot of time...” (IDE No. 8)

III. Confidence

One nurse (1/8), the one who had spent the least time working in palliative care, expressed confidence about the process of palliative sedation.

a) A confident attitude toward palliative sedation

The nurse reported a positive experience with regard to the use of palliative sedation and stated it was consistent with their own patient care values. Unlike the other nurses we interviewed (7/8), this nurse did not explicitly address the issue of relieving a patient’s suffering. Here’s what they had to say:

“I don’t feel like we’re doing them any harm... the times I’ve experienced sedation have been a real relief. In my view, it’s very much done with respect to the patient.” (IDE No. 6)

b) Main elements contributing to the confidence in the use of sedation

Two elements were crucial in creating a positive sedation experience for this nurse:

• Assessment of the patient’s comfort during sedation by the healthcare team:

“What’s more, the assessment is done by us [...] It always has to be done using our chart.” (IDE No. 6)

• Self-assessment of the patient’s comfort after they have been taken off sedation:

“There’s something that helps me personally, and that’s when the patient is taken off sedation. After 24 hours, we stop administering the sedatives and we try to see the patient. [...] We always use this chart, which is a great source of support for us. [...] Taking them off sedation lets us see if the sedatives have been working. We talk to the patient. Sometimes, this first experience reduces their anxiety and we don’t have to put them back on sedation. In those cases, it’s a positive thing.” (IDE No. 6)
To sum up, most nurses were somewhat hesitant (6/8), even resistant (1/8), with regard to the process of palliative sedation. Both attitudes were largely attributable to the uncertainty surrounding patient comfort. There seem to be slightly varying levels of hesitancy, whereas resistance appears to be unalterable.

On the other end of the continuum, one nurse had a fairly confident attitude toward the process and there seemed to be room for this confidence to grow even stronger.

The above results have been summarized in Figure 1.

DISCUSSION

Our exploratory qualitative study, focused on the experience of nurses with palliative sedation administered in accordance with national guidelines in French-speaking Switzerland, is unlike any other study carried out to date. It essentially highlighted three categories of nurses’ experience in this regard, one of which—hesitancy—dominated the others. In addition, it emphasized a link between experience and the length of time spent working in palliative care: more experienced nurses tended to be more hesitant, even resistant, in their attitude toward sedation, whereas the nurse who had spent less time working in palliative care was more confident in the process. The assessment of patient comfort by the healthcare team and working in palliative care was more confident in the process.
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The assessment of patient comfort (by team and by patient) varies among nurses; some nurses are more confident, whereas others are hesitant. Resistant nurses are more likely to question the process of palliative sedation and are more likely to resist the administration of sedatives. In contrast, confident nurses have a more positive attitude toward the process and are more likely to support the administration of sedatives.

In addition, although there are scales to assess pain and dyspnea, as subjective as they may be, tools that would make it possible to evaluate other physical symptoms (e.g., nausea) and, even more important, mental, existential, and emotional suffering are lacking. However, reduced awareness brought on by sedation does not stop the brain from functioning, which is what potentially leads to anxiety, nightmares, and an altered perception of the environment. Scientific research on the topic is not abundant in the palliative care field (Davis, 2009b; Kon, 2011), but there are some studies on record in anesthesia and reanimation (Ghoneim, 2007; Ghoneim et al., 2009; Leslie et al., 2010; Sanders et al., 2012). It is interesting to note that, despite these limitations, the assessment was cited by the nurses interviewed as part of the study as a source of reassurance in the palliative sedation process.

It should also be pointed out that the interviewees attached great importance to a patient’s face when assessing their comfort, all while acknowledging that such a practice is difficult to defend scientifically. In an effort to enrich the discussion from an interdisciplinary perspective, we have turned to the field of philosophy to put forward a few elements to be considered. For example, Emmanuel Levinas emphasizes that the face is “not the mere assemblage of a nose, a forehead, eyes, etc.” (Levinas, 1995, p. 20), but takes on a new dimension that transcends the idea we may have of the Other. The face “is not seen.” It is “what cannot become a content” (Levinas, 2009, p. 81), which inevitably leads to something beyond the realm of factual knowledge. The face shows more than this and yet defies any attempt to define what that might be. The Other, as Levinas put it, “takes on the meaning of a face through the new dimension it opens up in the perception of a being. Through the face, the being is not only enclosed in its form and offered to the hand, it is also open, establishing itself in depth and, in this opening, presenting itself somehow in a personal way.” (Levinas, 2009, p. 20). This relationship with the Other can be expressed in a very unique way when a person is experiencing the isolation of suffering and death: “Only a being whose solitude has reached a crispation through suffering, and in relation with death, takes its place on a ground where the relationship with the Other becomes possible.” (Levinas, 1983, p. 64).

The face never stops communicating, reaching out for a response from the caregiver, a response that falls within the

6 The potential differences among these three concepts go beyond the scope of this paper and have, therefore, not been expanded upon here.
unconditional responsibility toward the Other: “answering the Other, which leads to vouching for them” (Levinas, 2009, p. 83; Pierron et al., 2019).

Thus far, a patient’s self-assessment remains a reliable method. Although it is impossible to use it in cases of deep and continuous sedation leading up to death, it is possible in cases of temporary sedation. Once the sedation has been discontinued, the patient can describe their experience. This approach, which is perfectly in line with the 2005 Swiss guidelines, was indeed a source of reassurance for all the nurses interviewed except one. It is noteworthy, however, that although deep and continuous sedation leading up to death was not specifically cited as a main purpose of the Swiss experts in this national document, it is a different story elsewhere in Europe. In fact, European experts actually recommend this type of sedation in certain well-defined situations (Cherny et al., 2009).

Last but not least, it is important to discuss the experience of the nurse who, unlike the others, showed a resistant attitude toward the process of palliative sedation. This nurse considers it to be an inefficient practice in treating a patient’s suffering, to the point of potentially making matters worse, and deemed it a hindrance to establishing a true caregiver-patient relationship, which they considered to be the only true way of easing suffering. First and foremost, it is important to emphasize that the “relationship between human beings,” as Levinas puts it, “has an essentially non-synthesizeable character.” (Levinas, 2009, p. 71). However, it is certain that “true union or togetherness is not a togetherness of synthesis, but togetherness of face-to-face.” (Levinas, 2009, p. 72). Yet, the relationship between the healthcare professional whose “power to act is, initially, greater than the Other’s power to act” (Ricoeur 1990, p. 255) and the Other who is suffering – vulnerable and fragile – is by its very nature an asymmetrical relationship, hence the need to incorporate a certain reciprocity. Paul Ricoeur specifies that “reciprocity […] breaks away from the background of the presupposition of an initial dissymmetry between the protagonists of the action – a dissymmetry that puts one in the position of agent and the other in the position of patient” (Ricoeur, 1990, p. 255). If humans are “beings of reciprocity” (Malherbe, 1997, p. 26) and the Other who is suffering – vulnerable and fragile – is by its very nature an asymmetrical relationship, hence the need to incorporate a certain reciprocity. Paul Ricoeur specifies that “reciprocity […] breaks away from the background of the presupposition of an initial dissymmetry between the protagonists of the action – a dissymmetry that puts one in the position of agent and the other in the position of patient” (Ricoeur, 1990, p. 255). If humans are “beings of reciprocity” (Malherbe, 1997, p. 26), this fundamental reciprocity manifests itself as “the shared responsibility of all human beings to keep their word to each other” (Malherbe, 1997, p. 29). For this philosopher, keeping one’s word is “the goal, the destination and the means of reciprocity” (Malherbe, 1997, p. 26), which is consistent with what the interviewed nurse said during our study. The nurse emphasized that a relationship based on this is apt to soothe a patient’s suffering. These remarks seemed even more interesting in that suffering is a universal, even existential, experience, linked to a pain felt within the body or perhaps independent of it (Perrot, 2016). A few decades ago, Cicely Saunders (1993), a pioneer in the palliative care movement, noted that presence and attentive listening in a caring environment can help soothe physical pain. Conversely, an analgesic can be inefficacious if suffering (mental anguish) is not addressed. In this regard, Verspieren (1984) asserts that the best cure for suffering is “a simple, genuine and deep relationship with the person who is sick” (p. 111). If such a relationship is indeed likely to be a form of care in and of itself, it is, to quote Aubry, “a very difficult type of care because there is no knowledge, strictly speaking, about what is causing the suffering” (Aubry, 2011, p. 230).

Before concluding, it is worth taking a closer look at the four main methodological limitations of our study. First, it seems important to ponder whether retrieving information about past experience from the data from a study whose main goal was to discover and describe the conceptualization of palliative sedation by nurses is methodologically acceptable. The study did not openly address the question of experience. To answer this, we need to restate that the objective of the research on the exploratory conceptualization based on comprehensive interviews was not to explain a specific phenomenon but rather to engage us in the field to shed light on various facets of a highly complex reality (Alami et al., 2009; Paillé & Mucchielli, 2012). Nurses’ experience was the dominant aspect. Additionally, the absence of an interview guide is something that can legitimately be called into question. We chose not to develop one so that the interview remained as open-ended as possible and allowed as many categories as possible to emerge. This approach is entirely consistent with the principles of qualitative research, comprehensive interviews in particular (Kaufmann, 2011). Lastly, the number of participants is likely to be criticized, although it does in fact comply with the principle of an exploratory quantitative study. In this type of research, population representativeness is not as important as the population’s “social significance” (Alami et al., 2009). More specifically, the purpose of our study was not to know how many nurses have a given type of experience in the process of palliative sedation, but rather to bring out “transversal” categories to explore the study population via the individuality of each participant.

It is also important to specify that the transcribed interviews were not sent to participants to review or edit. They were submitted directly for analysis. This approach was consistent with the objective of our main study (Tomczyk & Dieudonné-Rahm, 2019), which involved gathering conceptualizations from each nurse at a given moment, i.e., during the interview, by mental association in connection with their acquired experience at that point. The objective was not to verify theoretical or practical knowledge about palliative sedation or to assess practices within the department. Accordingly, editing participants’ interviews would be contrary to the objective of the study and would in all likelihood bias the data and, by extension, the findings. Considering that this is an experience-based study, it would have been preferable for the transcribed interviews to be sent to participants (Ribau, Lasry, Bouchard et al., 2005). However, given that our study on nurses’ experience resulted from a secondary analysis of the data, it was impossible for us at that stage to contact participants, due to the anonymity of the interviews, which may potentially constitute a methodological limitation.

**CONCLUSION**

This study made it possible to understand the experience of nurses with regard to the use of palliative sedation in line with the 2005 Swiss recommendations and a protocol put in place
to facilitate implementation. It shed light on categories to be consolidated and further developed in other studies. Beyond the nurses’ experience, it would be essential to explore the experience of patients who have received temporary palliative sedation. The data from these future studies could be useful in updating the guidelines on palliative sedation and institutional protocols, for the sake of ensuring the best possible end-of-life care for patients and preventing the risk of emotional distress among nurses.
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